


ith this brochure, we would like to introduce our company
and help you to understand its special character.

Today's enterprise started as a three man company
founded inJanuary L948. From avery modest busi-
ness centered on the manufacture of specialised test
equipment, it has evolved into a group of compa-
nies which produce and sell an ever extending line
of audio products, spanning professional applica-
tions as well as up-market consumer electronics.
The worldwide reputation of excellence of the
names STLIDER and REVOX is the result of long
years of unwavering effort. Our commitment to
perfection and precision, both in electronics and in
mechanical engineering, has given birth to advanced
products, which have much to offer even beyond
the proverbial longevity.
Our sales companies contribute to the continuing
prosperity of our group. Their first concern is to
ensure the best possible long-term support of our
products in the marketplace, rather thän to aim for
short-term profits.
In the business principles wlich have guided our
company since its very beginning we see the guar-
antee for a successful future.
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ffierom our very beginning magnetic sound record-
"it ing has fascinated us. Its exacting requirements
have ipurred us to many pioneering achievements.

The foundation and growth of our companies were
the result of entrepreneurial skill and independence.
W'e will maintain this policy and continue to base
the financing of research and development and
investment in the most up-to-date production
equipment primarely on the compänies'own prof-
lts.

The commitment to optimal reproduction of live
sound has been the driving forCe behind research
and development in our field: audio engineering.
Much has been accomplished over the decades, but
much still remains to be done. The recent introduc-
tion of stereo sound in television illustrates the
growing awareness that visual media also benefit
from better sound.

\üfhat will the future bring? The new communica-
tion channels now making the headlines - satellite
television and radio broadcasting, optical fibre



cables, teletext, digital audio and video - are clear
signs that the growth of the electronic media has
barely begun.

'We 
are witnessing the proliferation of techniques

pointing to the long-term establishment of unlimit-
ed, world-wide communication. Looking ahead this
projection requires a large effort in collective devel-
opment, the readiness to cooperate towards com-
mon goals, the willingness to strive for personal
excellence. W'e welcome the challenge. \7e will help
to shape the future.

Our future co{porate health depends on the con-
tinuous redefinition of our line of products so as to
meet the requirements of the market place. It also
depends on continuous improvements in the
streamlining of our production facilities.

A further task is to expand our activities into new
areas, and thus ensure the uninterrupted growth of
sales. But our prosperity must also contribute to the
progress of society.

pre pacg of technical evolution makes it ever more
imperative to maintain close contact and coopera-
tion with our customers.'We must assess future
applications and requirements right from the ear-
liest planning stage of new products. The use of
newest technologies, and the readiness to listen to
the users concerns and suggestions, are the secrets
of that elusive goal: the right product.
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A A ensure longevity and reliability under all types
of use are the basis on which the success of a prod-
uct rests.
Adaptation to individual requirements, the realisa-
tion-of special demands and adjustment to unusual
technicai situations, represent the philosophy which
stands behind the Studer name.
An endless number of variations is inherent in the
modular design of our products. This holds the pos-
sibility to adapt to changing needs and to enter new
markets with little effort. LJnnecessary investment
may thus be avoided, while additional advantages
are offered. Such a concept allows for: simplified
testing, servicing ease, quick interchangeability of
subassemblies and uncomplicated retrofitting of
new parts, when new areas of use have to be accom-
modated.

On turnkey projects, the compiete audio
system is first assembled on our premises for
a preliminary acceptance test.
Additional tests are then performed on site
after installation has been completed and
again after one year of operation.



Partial view of a TBS Midoriyama Studios in Tokyo, Japan.



tuder magnetic tape recorders of all known track
configurations and tape widths are setting qew

standards for reliability, precision and outstanding
audio quality.
The introduction of microprocessor control in our
products marks a first step towards the computer
iontrolled studio. Individual units, from the com-
plex audio mixing desk to synchronising systems,
FM monitoring receivers, control room loudspeak-
ers and the computer assisted cassette library system
CAMOS for automated broadcasting, complement
one another. Together, they represent a complete
runge of audio equipment for professional use.

Through international collaboration we have sup-
ported the introduction of the DASH-format for
digital audio recording using stationary heads. To
resolve the problems resulting from the existence of
different digital sampling frequencies, we have de-
veloped a sampling frequency converter. Our digital
delay unit for variable pitch analog disc cutting cov-
ers all known formats.

The increasing acceptance of our products, com-
bined with our active service backing, has resulted
in an increasing number of tumkey projects.
Through long and varied experience, our specialists
are able to complete very complex projects in all
parts of the world.



Music Mill recording Studios in Nashville,
Tennessee, USA, recording home of the coun-
try rock-group'Alabama."

The optimum utilisation of the full range of capabilities of our machines can
be ensured only through thorough training. The technical staff of our clients
receive individual "practical skills" training. In our education facilities we have
instructed technicians from over 60 nations, averaging between 200 to 250
people every year.



Capturing the world of sound. . .

Particularly strong cassette decks are installed in
our microprocessor controlled language
laboratories.

ffi evox products have attained a class of their
A%. own due to our traditional commitment to sat-
isfy professional standards.

All requirements which improve technical perfor-
mance, operational ease and which aim at achieving
lifelike tonal quality, are fully reahzed. Flashy
appearance and superfluous gadgetry are avoided
true to our value for money principle.

Amateurs also benefit from our professional
approach and from our long-standing leadership in
tape recorder technology. Revox tape recorders are a
reliable partner for creative past-time activities, and
there is good reason why the "creativity machine"
with its fifty-six variations has also found world-
wide acceptance for industrial applications.

Today, thousands of Revox tape recorders are used
in radio stations, recording studios, universities,
hospitals, churches, police stations and courtrooms.



Those who want to capture the sounds of
wildlife find numerous obstacles in their way.
From the acoustics of the outdoors to the
unpredictable behavior of the "recording star,"
one must learn to cope with an ever changing
scene. The Wood Warbler (Phylloscopus sibila-
trix) returns to the forests of beechtress every
spring and prefers a thick underbrush nesting
on the ground. Springtime is songtime. The
melodies sung by the !7ood \ü/arbler are quite
different when in flight than when perched in
the treetops, claiming its territory.
Only the very best of recording equipment
will suffice ro caprure these soündi with life-
like reality.



... and enioying it.



ffi evox began to set a new standard in the world
"$--Hof high fidelity with the now legendary "36 se-
ries". The complete product range now offered in-
cludes open-reel and cassette recorders, tangential
turntables, a Compact Disc player, synthesizer tun-
ers and receivers, a stereo power amplifier and selF
powered or conventional speakers. The music lover
can combine these components to the system of his
choice. Each single unit in such a system may be
operated by one and the same wireless remote con-
trol.

Full musical enjoyment with all its nuances - yet
without having to bother about the technical side
of sound reproduction - that is what we want to
make available to even the most discriminating
music lover.



Rigorous demands on our products.

{

Skiing slopes are carefully maintained and
continuously patrolled. Avalanche territory is

watched closely and accidents are taken care of
without delay. On the Corvatsch mountain
near St. Moritz, a Studer Revox A77 voice acti-
vated recorder - situated in the co-ordination
center - automatically records all radio com-
munications between the many slope patrol-
lers, rescue crews and the command station.

Hospitals also make use of our machines in
many ways. In the studio for audiovisual
teaching aids at the Zurich University Hospi-
tal, a professional multi-track machine, a

2-tracl< master recorder, a mixing console and
a cassette deck are used for audio in the pro-
duction of video cassettes.
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I anguage laboratory at the University of
Zurich and a single cassette teaching machine
in a small town public school. Revox open
reel recorders have been in use for language
courses since7962. Today, a special version of
our cassettedecks is employed.

All ground to air communications between air
traffic control and pilots are recorded on tape.
In the tower atZurich's Kloten-airport, an A77
tape recorder is in use around the clock.



High grade technology spanning the world.

The world-wide network of Studer and Revox
products did not happen by chance.

Our wide spectrum of models satisfies even
the most diverse user requirements. This com-
bined with the perseverence and diligence of
the marketing companies REVOX ELA AG
and STUDER INTERNATTONAL AG has
made it possible to reach the markets of the
world. Pioneering efforts, not only through
technical innovation but also through the sales

engineer's hard work on his travels through
distant lands.

Products bearing the Studer and Revox names
are now found around the world. They may
be seen in Greenland just as in Australia, in a

far off Pacific island or in the famous record-
ing studios of the United States and Japan.

The enormous grorvth of the past years is
demonstrated by the wide network of inde-
pendent agents plus our own subsidiaries in
countries with high market potential.

Today as in the past, it is the enthusiasm of
each individual member of our organisation
which ensures the continued and ever growing
world-wide presence of the STUDER REVOX
trade marks.



Harsh climatic conditions, remote locations
and long distances to reach the nearest Studer
Revox service facility are no reason for clients
to refrain from choosing our products. They
know that their reliabiliry is unquestioned.

Spotlights:
Studer and Revox products are used not only
by large and internationally known broadcast-
ing systems in Europe and North America,
they also serve in lesser known places such as:

The Cayman Islands
A small radio station uses our telephone
hybrid.

People's Republic of China
In the third year of our Hong Kong subsid-
iary's existence the list of references did al-
ready show 36 important users.

Malaysian Peninsula
One of the local television networks is fully
equipped with Studer audio products.

Sabah (Malaysia)
Several studios designed and installed by
Studer are in operation in an education center
here.

Nepal
Ten professional Revox tape recorders PR99
are in use in a radio station here.

Antarctica
Radio station LRA 35 in this remote location
has been using a Revox open reel machine for
many years.
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*h*!ieetef" & smoothly running dispatch department forms
d"ä an essential link in th-e long chain of opera-
tions. The Tunesian radio and television company
RTT has put new radio stations into operation !n
the provincial capitals Sfax and Monastir. The five
studos of each station are a\filli Studer AG turn-
key project.
A cliartered Boeing737 transported the equipment
- which consisted of 242 cases with a total weight
of I3.4 tons - in two flights of about two hours
each. By road and ship this transport would have
taken fourteen days.

Most of the equipment is packed individually
into special cases to suit the particular trans-
port requirements.



A fleet of company trucks ensures maximum flexibility in road transportation.



The future has already begurf.. ..

E t was 3000 vears before Christ that the Chinese
A philosophei Fu-Hsi created the cova-lines. They
bai. on two horizontal lines, a whole and an inter-
rupted one. Combinations of such lines represent
numbers. The sign for the number eight uses three
such lines (23 - 8).
Four and a half millenniums later, G. W: Lerbntz
(L646-1716) developed his binary notation. It uses

only the numbers zero and one; again the basis is
two. Leibniz wrote: "It is humiliating for men to
work for hours like slaves, wasting precious time to
accomplish calculations which could easily be done
by suitäbly designed machines."
Centuries'had to pass until technology was able to
orovide a workable machine which could use the
binr- number svstem to its fullest extent. In I94l
the fi?st electromechanical calculato r, named 23
and built by Zuse,went into operation at the Ger-
man researih institute for aviation. Only decades
later in L974 Dr. Carl Hammer, director of research
at IINIVAC, stated at a professional congress in
Moscow: "Already now 100,000 computers in US
research and development laboratories are coping
with a workload which, if manually done, would
require about 400,000 million of people. This,
however, represents 100 times the earth's present
population."



Products that we market must reflect a fully
mature concept. This will explain why our first
digital multi-channel tape recorder was devel-
oped to the point where mass production
would have been possible. Yet only a small
number of this machine was built for practical
testing of this new concept.

The experiences thus gained through feedback
from actual users have now found their way
into our new PCM recorders which fully meet
our traditionally high quality standards.

The abacus is one of the oldest calculating
aids, yet it is still in use today. It is estimated
that more than half of the people living on
earth today use one of these ancient predeces-
sors of the modern pocket calculator.
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Änatr*g $igxai Pr*cessing
Soundi that we hear are analog events. The
processing and recording of audio signals

- whether by analog or digital.circuitry -
requires engineering expertise in the analog
dohain. Däcades of experience in the analog
field also benefit research and development of
conversion between analog and digital formats.

*igitai Signal Fr*ecssing
Regardless ofwhether they represent control
information or digitised audio, digital signals
call for efficient and advanced techniques, ran-
ging from micro-processors to micro-codes
and custom-made hardware. These techniques
include coding, eror protection, digital proces-
sing of audio and control signals, micro- and
minicomputer software.

&t{eeäraniea! Ecrgi*eering
Reliable audio products are based on precision
mechanics. In turn, the reliability of a top-
notch mechanical component depends on the
art of its designer and the excellent production
methods that stand behind him.

&{asr-Machi*e-i*terf,* ce
Good audio products combine flexibility and
simplicity. Application oriented design and
user oriented software result in a product
which is characterised by high efficiency while
providing convenience ändlase of opeiation.

?*re Äalclirl S:rstems
Modern audiä applications no longer call for
individual pieces of equipment, but for com-
plete systems based on clear concepts. Close
cooperation with professionals in the field of
audio is needed to arrive at such concepts.
Original solutions spring from a thorough
familiarisation with applications.



"Kth. final years of this century are witnessing a
Ä rapid growth in communication media. The

most prominent technique is represented by the
digitisation. of igforryaliol carrying.signals. Is this
not an ancient idea in its basic outlines ?

Even the most brilliant mind cannot present a use-
able product without the skillful craftsman. The
craftsman, on the other hand, lives from the idea.
Each effort by itself would be doomed to failure.

Technology must help to wed the forward surging
spirit to the realism of practical feasability to
achieve a harmonious result. Just as in the past, we
will continue to take up and test new ideas with the
aim of forming them into marketable products by
applying uncompromising concepts in design and
manufacturing. Conscientious evaluations may keep
one from being the first, but they are essential for
being amongst the best when time is right.



Digital and analog.

.lr,l ,,,,igitised audio offers fascinating advantages in a

.l. .,rvar'eg of applications. For example, there is

the wide dynamic range which is fully retained
throughout all mixing and duplicating stages. ln
the coming years digilal audiowill find its way
more and more into professional sound recording.
It will find a growing interest for domestic use as

well, especiailjr for classical music, as a result of the
flawless quality possible from the Compact Disc. It
would be wrong, however, to consider analog
recording as being a thing of the past.

Demands by the professionals, as well as those of
the oualitv-conscious music lover increase contin-
r'ronJy. To meet these demands, analog techniques
can further be perfected, while digital control allows
the realisation öf machines that offer a high level of
intelligence and optimised ergonomics. This results
from making intelligent use of the expertise gained
over decades of building analog recorders.

Analog. audio is not to be written off - digital is.just
beginning to enter the scene. True to our commit-
ment to be aware of quality and to be a reliable
partner, we intend to provide our clients with the
best of both worlds - digital and analog.





The realisation of an idea.

Extreme demands are placed on our products with regard to their precision and stability. The resulting complex designs requlre
elaborate engineering drawings for the production departments.



Not only good ideas but also meticulous care
for even the smallest details assure that each
Studer Revox product will satisfi, our high
standards for quality, reliabiliry and appear-

'-F he market demands which have to be met are
I refiability, longevity, operating ease and attrac-

tive style combined with excellent value for money.
Their realisation, as far as the mechanical aspects of
the product are concerned, is the responsibility of
the. design engineer. Close cooperation between the
various engineering design teams, research and
development and the industrial designer is an essen-
tial prerequisite if these complex requirements are
to result in an all-around satisfactory product.

A separate data processing system for technical and
scientific calculations connected to the central
computor is available to the research and design
departments.

Time and again we are proud to be able to offer
new products which fully comply with the ever
changing demands of our markets. This is an
achievement which is possible only thanks to the
commitment of all those working on the realisation
of an idea, as well as to our efficient production
facilities.



TJ laborate orecision machine tools are essential
-D for r.rr. ömiderable investment is needed if the
hishest oualiw standard in mechanical production
is io be äainiained. Only the contittntf updating of
all machines can assure efficient production.

Computer controlled and numerically controlled
machine tools are used for milling, drilling, turning
and punching operations. The most delicate parts
used-in our products are produced on fully auto-
matlc precrslon lathes which were originafy devel-
oped for the Swiss watch industry. Grinding and
h-oning machines perfect our metal cutting produc-
tion.

The computer and numerically controlled machines
provide for great flexibility. Only one day is
iequired froä the drawitrg bo.tä to the finished
pait. Efficient production of even small quantities is
thus possible. Stocks can be held to a minimum,
resulting in savings on wages and storage costs,
while assuring highest precision.

Each manufacturing plant is connected to the cen-
tral data processing system. The programs for nu-
mericallycontrolled machine tools are assembled
on a computer terminal and then transfered in the
machine's control electronics by means of a

punched tape.



From the very beginning we emphasise
p rec i s i o n an d effi ci en.y. H'"::?;ä3,Y trä,#l[1,T*':11f,älä.,,

thousandths of a millimeter (0.06 mils)

This prototype frame was completely milled
and drilled from a solid block of aluminium.

r*f:



Eleven automatic precision lathes produce
four and a half million parts per year;
670 different precision parts are manufactured
for our current production needs.
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oday, when precision is measured in thou-
sandths of a-millimeter, we approach dimen-

sions which correspond to the thermal coefficient
of the materials used. Capstan shafts, for example,
have to run true within a tolerance of 0.0005 milli-
meters (0.02 mils). To check this precision, numen-
cally controlled measuring apparatus is used with an
automatic read-out accuraclof 0.00025 millimeters
(0.01 mil$.

Aluminium makes up 70010 of the metals used in
our products. The remainder consists of stainless
steel and brass.
Use of plastics as a compromise ? Only if they offer
a true alternative withodt endangering our trädition
as manufacturers of robust and longlasting prod-
ucts.



Surface treatrnent.

Automatic galvanising plant.

fl%ur products have to perform under the most
k#r.*re climatic condilion in the tropics and in
coastal regions. To withstand these aggressive condi-
tions, the necessary protective surface coating is pro-
duced in our galvanising plant.
Steel parts are treated in the frlly automated, com-
puter controlled galvanising plant. The resulqing
bright zinc coating is 99.99nh pure. Prior to forced
airdrying, the parts have to pass through a chroma-
tising bath. Such a surface can withstand a 250-hour
saltspray test and thus provides excellent protection
agamst corroslon.



Electrometalisation
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The picture to the right shows printed circuit
boards inbetween baths. In the adjoining labo-
ratory (picture above) chemicai analyses are
performed continuously. Accurate control of
each individual bath is required to supewise
the electrometalisation processes.
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Circuit boards.

Yntricate circuits requirine multilaver or double
Ä sided boards .rn Jl be firoduced using either pre-
cision silk screening or photo printing, resulting in
conductive traces down to 0.3 mm (11.8 mils) in
width.

Air conditioning is used throughout all production
areas. A well trained staff and the most modern
machinery help to ensure economical mass produc-
tron.

Automation requires an ever higher degree of
mechanical accürary. Operator ärrors aie eliminated
through the use of computer controlled (CNC)
multispindle drill presses, with automatic tool
changä and programmed drill speed.

Spark erosion machines are used for the production
o-f high performance punching dies. Computer
controlled contour milling machines, however, are
rapidly replacing the punching dies.

Microprocessor controlled electrometalisation sys-
tems ensure exceptional reliability of the through
plating and metal coating production processes.

lndividual computers are used for specific tasks
such as the CAD system, for example, for circuit
board layout and design.

The multiphase spray-rinse system of the fully
automated electrometaiisation plant improves
the rinsing effect while requiring less water
and saving space at the same time.

Programs:
through plating
pattern plating (copper, tin, lead/ zinc)
multiiayer
semi-additive process
tenting process
frames deplating

Technical Data:
length : 24 m (78.7 ft)
width : 3.8 m (12.5 fQ
height : 3.5 m (1 1 .5 ft)
rlnse water consumptlon:
0.5 m3 (17.6 cubic feet) per hour
production capacity:
ca. 4.5 m2 (48.4 square feet)
printed boards per hour



ontinuous research aimed at putting integrated
electronic circuit functions into ever smaller

packages calls for a further scaling down of the cir-
cuit patterns. All of the curent modern circuit tech-
nology requirements can be fully met thanks to the
high"{uahi' level obtainable byioday's printing
and etching techniques.

A CNC multi-spindel drilling machine. These
high*peed drilis operate at 15,000 to 80,000
revolutions per minute.
The perfect concentric operation makes this
machine especially suita6le for very small hole
diameters. Positioning accuracy is -F0.02 mm
(+0.79 mils).

Silk-screen boards: A1l work in the printing
area requires clean room conditions. Tempera-
ture 21oC +3oC (70oF +6oF), relative
humidity 50 o/o + 5 o/0.



Flexible and rapid techniques.

Flexible circuits can be bent, rolled, folded and
ffiisted. They adapt to almost any mechanical
requirements and are easy to service.



,,',, 
rransistors and integrated circuits resulted in an
ever denser signal flow within very small space.

It was no longer possible to handle the increased
amount of information solely on single or double
sided circuit boards. The result, amongst other
things, was the development of the wire wrap tech-
nique. This was necessary in computer technology,
because it allowed the realisation of complex cir-
cuits, especially for digital signal processing.

Space reasearch is anothet areawhich has influ-
enced innovation in which small size and weight
are of great importance. The flexible circuit in com-
bination with solid circuit boards has become the
alternative to conventional wiring.

The wire wrapping of boards is fully automatic
using numerically controlled machines. The
wire wrap technique is especially suitable for
small quantities and prototype work. It per-
mits flexibility in new technologies.
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ircuit design.has continuously been improved
to lncrease srgnal sensitivity änd to enhänce

sound quality. Ciicuits have become more complex
and the-component count has grown . In 1942,when
Dr. Eisler in Great Britain developed a new techno-
logy, the printed circuit board, he created with it a

foim of wiring that could be automated. The next
logical step was the assembly automation.

In I97 6, worldwid e, 7 0 0lo of electrical and mechani-
cal components were still manually placed onto
printed circuit boards. Since then, however, manual
ässembly has been replaced more and more by
automatron.

In our plants the major portion of all printed circuit
board ässembly operations are performed by the
most up-to-date automatic machines. Manual
assembly is used only when automation is not pos-
sible. W'e manufacture about 1400 different circuit
boards for our complete product range.



Numerically controlled sequencer arranges the
components into circuit specific tapes.

Axial assemblers can handle between 12,000
and 18,000 components per hour depending
on circuit board dimensions. The machine
receives the individual components in the
required sequence from the circuit specific
tape. The maximum board size measures 400
by 400 mm (16" x 16"). With a radial assembler
some 4,500 to 6,500 components per hour can
be handled, sorting them directly from the
individual supply tape. Transistors can be
installed in this assembly operation as well.
A board size of up to 390 by 390 mm (15" x
15") can be accomodated.



Analog or digital - the magnetic head remains the crucial part.

'Tth. construction of multitrack heads, irrespective
.|- of system design, made 8-, 16- and 24-track

recordings possible. Our experience in magnetic
head deslgn started back int949 and has grown
continuoüsly ever since. Today we produce a great
variety of different magnetic heads-for use in studio
tape recorders and in domestic equipment.

The headblock chassis is milled automatically on
precision tool machines. Stacked laminations form
the core section onto which the electrical coil is
wound. Skill and craftsmanship are supported by
most modern automatic machinery in making these
windings. One pair of these core sections is required
for each soundtrack.

Each finished core section is put into the head shell
under a magnifying lens. An extremely thin non-
magnetic film is inserted between the pole sections
to form the well defined head gap. On studio re-
corder heads the gap is formed by a vacuum evapo-
ration process. Many operations in the production
of magnetic heads have to be carried out under a

microscope.

The thickness of the copper wire used depends
on the space available for each coil. For a

24-track head, for example, the wire diameter
measures only 0.05 mm (1.97 mils).



Aluminium head shells are milled on comput-
er controlled (CNC) machines - to ensure
uniform quality. They are machined to an
accurary of less than 0.01 mm (0.39 mils).



Gap separations down to fractions of a micro-
meter are produced by vacuum deposition of
silicon monoxide (SiO) in this apparatus.
Layer thickness is controlled through simulta-
neous coating of a reference quartz which is

part of an oscillator circuit. The resulting fre-
quency change is related directly to layer
thickness. For SiO. the frequency changes by
1Hz per Angström (10 r0 m) of'coating thick-
ness. Gap dimensions fall into the range from
0.0025 to 0.0075 mm (0.1 to 0.3 mils), depend-
ing on the type of magnetic head.
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multitrack heads is the relative signal phase
between tracks. This is related directly to the
mechanical precision and stability of the gap
and depends furthermore on the exactness of
the headblock. Many intermediate inspection
steps are required in this labor intensive proc-
ess of magnetic he ad production. Perfection in
each manufacturing step is decisive for the
quality of the finished product.

Optical test equipment is used to examine gap
dimension and precision using 1000 to 2000
times magnification. The finished magnetic
head is installed on specially modified studio
tape recorders for a fina1 frequenry response
test.



Why we produce our
own motors for tape recorders

and turntables: I

All spooling motors are of the high slip eddy
current asynchronous type. This motor is free
of any pole hunting and provides exceptional-
ly uniform torque. It is also used for the cap-
stan drive in conjunction with electronic speed
control.

These drive systems have replaced the syn-
chronous motors of the past, which had a

power line frequenry depedent rotational
speed. A capstan motor, as shown in this cut-
away illustration, is used in professional tape
recorders. Its sleeve bearings are machined to
the highest precision.

Brushless dc motors are used in our most re-
cent designs, both for the cassette deck cap-
stan drive and the turntable direct-drive. In
future they will find increased use because
they eminentiy lend themselves to simple
speed control and easy electrical braking.



tf-th. quality of reproduced sound depends on the
I constant speed of the drive system- Spooling

motors create the torque required to wind the tape
onto reels or hubs. Capstan motors are responsible
for the tape's constant linear motion.
Turntable motors drive the platter at the required
speed with low flutter.
Motors which satisfy our specifications while also
offering long life are not normally available on the
market. For this reason we started our own motor
production back rn 1966.

The making of the capstan shafts is one of the most time-consuming produc-
tion processes. To relieve any stresses in the material, each grinding operation
is preceded by a storage period lasting several months. Capstans and their
bearings are finished to tolerances of fractions of a micrometer.



Modular design - an efficient concept.
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udio mixing consoles for radio and television
as well as for recording- and motion picture

The individual skill and consciencious attitude
of an operator are of decisive importance in
many areas. Shown here is the assembling of a

turntable direct-drive motor.

studios are assembled, wire-d and tested inthe pro-
duction departments for professional audio equip-
ment. Mixing consoles and related auxiliary system
components are also built to a customer's specifica-
flons.
Professional portable and stationary tape recorders
are assembled here as well. The work in these
departments is performed by experienced specialists
who have been on the job for many years.
Simple and efficient assembly of pretested units is
ensured by strict adherence to the modular design
principle. The same well-proven measures apply to
the production of Revox high fidelity systems com-
ponents.

To produce a Revox F_77 tape recorder requires 2IL
processing orders for in-house produced pärts and
subassemblies. Total productioÄ time amöunts to
100 days due to the long production time for cap-
stans and magnetic heads.

Error-free wiring of complex mixing consoles
demands great concentration.



Qlality control tolerates
no compromlse.

Endurance tests to detect early life failures are

only one of the tasks that are the responsibi-
lity of the quality control group. Each unit
must run 100 hours before a final test verifies
that its performance conforms to published

w&;i
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The final testing of a24-track recorder involves 2000 checks and alignments.
Test equipment of our own design is used wherever necessary.

specifications.



UCtS.

ne of our most important policv orincioles is
reflected in the q"ätiry control ot'otrr prod-
W'e shall continue - as always - to manufac-

ture and to market products of first-class quality
and exceptional longevity.
Qrality begins with the selection of materials and is
maintained throughout production, right up to the
finished product. The responsibility for qua1iry is
shared by all employees within o,.ri gtor'rö of öo--
panles.

The detection of any shortcomings at the source
and to ensure their elimination is a task strictly
observed in every area.

As a rule, the electrical test of a finished circuit
board consists of a static component check
and a dynamic function test. For this we
gmploy automated test equipment which may
be adapted to a wide range of applications.
The in-circuit tester, for example, requires only
58 seconds to check the following compo-
nents on a complex circuit board:
381 resistors
147 capacitors

3 coils
41 diodes

184 transistors
2 switches

13 integrated circuits
A printout is provided which indicates compo-
nent designation, its design value and actually
measured incorrect value for anv error found.



Our strive for highest fidelity sound
is svmbolic of our

foo. for nature.

Loving care is reflected in these roses which
surround our buildings in Regensdorf.



f) erycled water is used in our industrial processes
l\which reduces the consumption of fresh water
by 95olo.
Copper residue that remains suspended in the rins-
ing water after the cleaning of piinted circuit boards
is recovered with the help of copper separators.
The raw materials so regäined from metal separa-
tors. as well as other residues from the ohotosraohictors, as well as other residues from the photographi
laboratorv and from the orintine shoo. are all col-laboratory and from the printing shop, are all col-
lected and recycled.

'Waste water from the plating plants is treated in recirculating ion-exchangers
with automatic regeneration.



Information must match the product.
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Considerabiy more effort and expense is often
put into each page of our manuals than is
evident to the casuai reader.

In 1980 the hitherto used typesetting system
was replaced by a photo typesetter, and the
photographic reproduction studio was moder-
nised at the same time.

ffi.th. operating instructions and service manuals
Ä for a product are often a far cry from its glossy

advertising folders. By contrast, our technical docu-
mentation and sales literature are produced in-
house with the same meticulous care as our prod-
ucts. Our customers must sense that they remain a
MP, even after they have purchased the'equipment,
whenever consulting the information supplieä with
the product.

Text and illustrations are drafted in close cooDera-
tion with the engineering and production d.patt-
ments. This forms the basis for an easily understood
information with functional layouts.



Documentation is promotion.

"'g-lhe autonomous department for the production
xi of advertising material and technical documen-

tation unites speöialists from many different fields
working as a taam. Each step from the conception
of an iäea to its realisation i's performed in-höuse,
using the most up-to-date equlpment. This is a task
in which the combination o-f- cieativity and respon-
sibility results in the uniform presentation of the
company's image. High demands are made contin-
ually on'creativlty, cdntent and quality of finish.

All this reflects the same philosophy which is the
foundation of our company: All from the same
source.

This book is also one of our own products. It is
intended to inform the reader - factually and with
competence.
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Modern printing presses are used for the pro-
duction öf all piinted material from a simple
form to the mbst complex four-color bro-
chures or the worldwide distributed house
magazine "Swiss Sound."

Pictorial presentation is of great importance in
our visual world. A spacious, well equipped
photo studio is provided to meet these visual
demands. All the technical equipment needed
for a fully professional job is provided. The
rest depends on the creativity and imagination
ofthe photographer.



The main offices are in Switzerland.

The various manufacturing facilities as well as

the marketing organisations are connected via
a locai network to the central data processing
center. Acting as the control center for the
group of the STLTDER companies, it provides
support for:
- planning and management related to the

various products and their spare parts,

- purchasing and stock control ofproduction
materials,

- production planning and production con-
troi,

- quality control,
- production cost control,
- cost analyses,

- financing and accounting,
- lnYolcmg,
- sales statistics,
- personnel and payroll.
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Research and development are situated in
these two buildings at Regensdorf. They
accommodate also the central administration,
electronic data processing and the advertising
and sales promotion departments. Also locat-
ed in these buildings are the production facili
ties for the professional product line and the
marketing organisation Studer International
AG.

Regensdorf, pleasantly surrounded by mea-
dows and woods, may be reached in twenty
minutes from either the airport or the Zurich
main station.

Land-area:
17,700m2 (190,527 square feet : 4.37 acres)

Total floor-area:
39,700m2 (427,34I square feet)
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Headoffi ce: Management STUDER REVOX group of compagigsr 
- * --

Central research arid development laboratories for all STTIDER REVOX
products.
Electronic subassembly and quality control.
Mechanical components for STUDER products.
Masnetic heads for STLIDER products.Magnetic heads for STUDER products.
Finäl assembly and testing of STUDER products.

Fine-wire coil-winding.
Poweramplifier production and testing.
Electroniis for professional audioproducts.

Transformers.
Magnetic heads for REVOX products.
Audio electronics for REVOX products.
REVOX final assembly and quality control.
Mechanical parts.

Printed circuit boards.
Electric motors.
Automatic component insertion.

Loudspeaker development and production.

INTENNA'TTONÄLÄC
ReseEidrlrf, Slqrt CiIl!{',..I',.',

Cable-hamesses.
Final assembly and final testing of REVOX products.
Electronic subassemblies.
Metalwork and galvanising.

Marketing companies: Central management of the international
sidiaries. Vorldwide sales of STUDER REVOX products.

sub-



SIruDER INTERNATIONAL AG
Regen. do rf
Switzerland
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The Revox Ela AG marketing organisation is

in the former manufacturing plants in Regens-
dorf, Switzerland. Revox Ela AG is responsible
fbr the world-wide distribution of Revox prod-
ucts outside'W'est Germany.

Land-area:
3700 m2 (39,828 square feet : 0.91 acres)

Total floor-area:
7450rrr2 (80,194 square feet)

This manufacturing plant is in the small town
of Mollis, Switzerland.

Land-area:
8700m2 (93,649 square feet: 2.15 acres)

Total floor-area:
4800 m2 (51,668 square feet)

The \7i1li Studer GmbH factory in Löffingen,
'West Germany, and in the foreground the
Willi Studer Holding GmbH offrce-building
and the Studer Revox GmbH marketing com-
pany.

Land-area:
24,170m2 260,172 square feet : 5.97 acres)

Totai floor-area:
9325m2 (100,377 square feet)



The manufacturing plant at Bonndorf in the
Black Forest,'West Germany and is geared
mainly to the production of printed circuit
boards, motors and electronic subassembly.

Land-area:
22,158m2 (238,515 square feet: 5.48 acres)

Total floor-area:
5050m2 54,360 square feet)

In Ewattingen, a neighbouring town to Bonn-
dorl is the manufacturing plant for the pro-
duction of all loudspeakers.

l-and-area:
5050m2 (54,360 square feet: 1.25 acres)

Total floor-area:
1130m2 (12,164 square feet)

Galvanising, metal shaping, production of
turntables and cable harnesses are all housed
in the Säckingen plant,'West Germany.

Land-area:
14,645 m2 (I57,643 square feet : 3.62 acres)

Total floor-area:
9429 m2 (101,496 square feet)
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The will to achieve.

In 1948 \7il1i Studer started to operate his own
small company by producing hightension oscillo-
scopes of his own design- One year later he was

askäd by the importer bf an American-made tape
recordei to recondition and to test that product, so

as to make it suitable for sale in Europe. \7ith 25
years of experience in designing radios, amplifiers
änd industiial test-equipmänt, this was a new chal-
lenge.
Thä basement of a Zurich post office was used as a
workshop. Two employees helped to carry out the
,r...rrrry modificaiiottt on thäse recordeis. During
this time grew the idea of designing his own tape
recorder, 6..rrrr. \7il1i Studer f,..t-. convmced he
could build a better machine.

By the end of 1949 the first European-made tape
recorder for domestic use was ready for quantity
production. Studer had designed and manufactured
the magnetic heads for this first model akeady.
The rest is history.

Production of the first series of tape
recorders commences. One year later,
Iarger production facilities and new
machinis make the in-house production
of many of those parts possible which
had to be previouily farmed out. The
Revox model T26 is also built in the
form of a combined radio-recorder set'
The total number of T26 units built was

2500.

Revox T26



The first tape recorder ofthe successful
"36 series" goes into production and is
introduced to the market. It features
3 motors, push button control, and
the remarkable direct capstan drive with-
out belts or pulleys, The annual produc-
tion amounts to 2500 units. Parallel to
the breakthrough of the long-playing
record, a monophonic high fidelity
amplifier is added to the Revox line. The
new Revox 836, introduced 1956, fea-
tures separate magnetic heads for record-
ing and playback, thereby offering to the
home recordist for the first time the pos-
sibility of monitoring off tape while
recording. In 1960 follows the conver-
sion from mono to the newRevox D36
stereo tape recorder. One year later, the
first stereo amplifier is built.

Besides the face lifting, the new model
G36 reflects quite a number of impor-
tant improvements. In 1966 the first G36
recorders leave the newly built manufac-
turing facilities of the German subsid-
iary in the Biack Forest. That year also
marks the start of in-house production
of motors for tape recorders. In1967 the
last G35 comes off the assembly line.
Over 80,000 machines of the successful
"36 series" recorders were built.

The completely restyled and newly
designed A77 stereo tape recorder is
complemented by the matching A50
stereo amplifier and a separate FM stereo
tuner. All these units are fully transistor
equipped and of modular construction.
These characteristics as well as the drive
systems and the servo controlled capstan
motor of the A77, mark the beginning
ofa new technical era.
Revox immediately finds its place in the
top-ranks amongst the internationally
leading FM-tuners. Its unconventional
circuitry sets new standards. New uses
are provided for the A77 by the newly
developed 488 language laboratory.
Production of the high tension oscillo-
scopes is discontinued and with it a part-
nership ends which had lasted for 20
years.
350,000 units have been built of the ver-
satile variefy of A77 recorders.

Revox 436 Revox G36 Revox 477



The prototype of the first professional
studio tape recorder "Studer 27" is ready
for operation. This protorype was used
by the Swiss Broadcasting Corporation
for their first live recording on magnetic
tape at the Lucerne International Music
Festival. In the followiflgyear,100 units
of the type 27 areburlt.During the suc-
ceeding years, the development of the
Studer A37 and 837 marked the begin-
ning ofa successful series ofprofessional
tape recorders, accepted throughout the
world.

The prototype of the first portable
Studer 69 mixing console is completed.
Before it can be sold to the Swiss Broad-
casting Corporation, it has to pass many
hard tests in the Inspection Department
of the Swiss Postal Authority. This
comes one year after the introduction of
the Studer 830 portable compact studio
tape recorder for mobile use with elec-
tronic push button control, interchange-
able reel adapters and plug-in head
assembly.

The newly developed "Studer C37" is

ready for quantity production. Within a

very short time it becomes standard
equipment in many famous studios. In
viäw of the forthcoming multichannel
versions, it is designed around an extre-
mely strong transport mechanism and
features very compact amplifier elec-
tronrcs.
The fully transistor equipped and port-
able "Studer A62" is produced three
years later. In 1964 follows the prototype
of the first 4-channel studio tape recor-
der "StuderJ3T,"which paves the way for
the acceptance of Studer products by

X;:;n""*" 
recording studios the world

Stud,er 27 Studer mixing console 69 Studer C37



The founder.

In the spring ofthat year the new genera-
tion of the series A80 studio tape record-
ers is introduced. The entirely new
design concept satisfies a wide range of
applications. Some of its outstanding
characteristics are: sturdy tape transport
mechanism with integrated logic control
and plug-in amplifier modules with
separate plug-in equalisation.

\filli Studer's personal drive, engineering expertise,
devotion to perfection and, last but not least his
love for music, has made him a legend in the audio
industry.
His achievements have earned him a long list of
honours, including the rarely bestowed honorary
doctorate from the Swiss Federal Institute of Tech-
nology.
The Audio Engineering Society awarded him the sil-
ver- and later the gold-medaI for "his life-long out-
standing contributions to the development and
making of highest quality recording equipment."

Honorary Dr. Willi Studer's fame, however, has not
come as a result of honours and awards. His name
is respected because of the products that his compa-
nies make, and which have spread Studer's reputa-
tion for excellence throughout the world.
Today he presides over an international group of
companies with a total work force of over 1600
people. He continues to work in the same spirit,
and his pursuit of perfection stan_ds a! an_rnspira-
tion to every member of the STUDER REVOX
group of companies. It is the same fundamental
commitment which dates back to 1949,when he
first decided that he could build a better tape recor-
der.

Studer ,A.80
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